You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for SIEMENS GIGASET 5040.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the SIEMENS GIGASET 5040 in the user manual (information, specifications,
safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
In setting mode Telephone locked Baby Call (direct call) activated Microphone off Handsfree on Number indicated in calls list called more than once Power
on On: Proximity sensor activated Flashing: Proximity sensor and automatic call pick-up activated Phone number Call duration Entry mark when setting (e.
g. Volume) Recall key pressed Pause Ready for use No memory content When trying to connect: telephone locked 1 Name keys 2 Automatic call pick-up key*
3 Star key / Proximity sensor key* 4 Hash key / Telephone lock key* 5 Recall key / Set key* 6 Loudspeaker key (handsfree) 7 Mute key 8 Redial key 9 Calls list
key / Visual display of incoming calls 10 Loud key / Up key 11 Quiet key / Down key * Keys can have two functions. Hold down key for at least 1 second to use
the function marked with an asterisk. If activated successfully you will hear the positive confirmation tone. The whole keypad and the display light up when a
call comes in, when you press a key, when you lift handset, when you approach the telephone and the proximity sensor is on (see page 5). The proximity
sensor detects when you approach the telephone and lights up the keypad and display. A call is automatically answered by speaking handsfree. Prerequisite:
the caller is stored under a Name key and "Automatic call pick-up" is activated (see page 5). @@ For your safety and protection, the telephone must
Important numbers under Name keys For quick access to important numbers, you can save up to 6 numbers under Name keys and label them accordingly (see
page 4).
The complete number must be stored (including area code). Not be used in bath or shower rooms (wet locations). The telephone is not splash proof.
@@@@Never open up the telephone yourself. Do not touch the plug contact with pointed or metallic objects.
Do not carry the telephone by the leads. @@@@The Calls list key flashes if the caller is not stored under a Name key (see page 8). the calling number is
shown in the display if Calling Line Identification (CLI) is possible (see page 8). You can also quickly access numbers which called in your absence: The
Name key is lit up if the caller is stored. The Calls list key is lit up if the caller is not stored under a Name key.
You can scroll through all missed calls. All electrical and electronic products should be disposed of separately from the municipal waste stream via
designated collection facilities appointed by the government or the local authorities. This crossed-out wheeled bin symbol on the product means the product is
covered by the European Directive 2002/96/EC. The correct disposal and separate collection of your old appliance will help prevent potential negative
consequences for the environment and human health. it is a precondition for reuse and recycling of used electrical and electronic equipment. For more
detailed information about disposal of your old appliance, please contact your city office, waste disposal service or the shop where you purchased the
product. Preparing the telephone for use recommended installation of telephone Do not expose the telephone to direct sunlight or When installing, connecting
and operating the telephone, always observe the following precautions: Only use the plugs and leads supplied. Only connect the connecting lead to the
socket/jack provided for that purpose. only connect approved accessories. Arrange the connecting lead where it will not cause accidents.
Maintain a distance of at least one metre between Otherwise, telephone communication could be impaired. Do not install the telephone in dusty areas as this
can shorten the service life of the telephone. To clean, wipe with a moist or antistatic cloth only, never with a dry cloth (risk of electrostatic charging and
discharge) or harsh cleaning agent. Furniture lacquer and polish can be damaged by contact with parts of the unit (e. Insert the short end of the coiled
handset cord in the socket provided in the handset and the long end in the socket marked with an on the underside of the device. Plug the phone cord into the
outlet on the wall on the and the other end into the socket marked underside of the device. Plug the mains adapter cable into the power supply socket on the
underside of the device and plug the adapter itself into a mains socket. Your telephone is now ready to use. After 2 seconds the number is dialled. Lift the
handset if you want to talk via the handset.
You can delete wrongly entered digits with and then enter the correct digit. picking up or replacing the handset while dialling interrupts the dialling process.
Any digits after the 14th digit are moved from right to can left in the display. The last number Redial key be used to insert pauses when dialling, starting from
the 2nd digit. Dial phone number via a Name key, see "Using Name keys".
Dial phone number from the calls list, see page 9. With this telephone you can also make calls (handsfree mode) or settings without lifting the handset. The
best distance from the microphone for speaking is about 50 cm. When handsfree talking is active the Loudspeaker key flashes. Activating during a call via the
handset If the power supply is not plugged, the display and keypad illumination, with the exception of Loudspeaker key, doesn't work.
@@ hold down the Set key. If successful you will hear a positive confirmation tone. With the Loudspeaker key pressed replace the handset. @@Enter the
phone number including area code. The last 5 numbers dialled (up to 32 digits) are saved automatically. @@You can enter up to 32 digits. @@@@@@3
Put the strip on the key and put the key cover back in place. @@ the last number dialled is displayed. @@ press Loudspeaker key. After 2 seconds the number
is dialled.
Lift the handset if you want to talk via the handset. @@You have to enter the complete number including the area code. This also applies to numbers within
your own local telephone network. Press the Name key for the number you want to call. After 2 seconds the number is dialled. the call will be handsfree. Lift
the handset if you want to talk via the handset. @@@@@@@@@@@@The display shows the symbol when the proximity sensor is activated. @@Press the
Loudspeaker key to talk handsfree. Lift the handset if you want to talk via the handset.
@@@@@@@@@@@@After 2 seconds the number is dialled. Lift the handset if you want to talk via the handset. press the Name key once. The light goes
out without the call being returned. The volume of the ringer can be set to one of 4 levels and can also be deactivated completely (default setting: level 4).
If the ringtone is deactivated, you can only recognise incoming calls from the display and the flashing Calls list key. To adjust when the telephone is idle:
Changed telephone settings must be completed by to make them available holding down the Set key permanently. En To adjust while the telephone is ringing:
Press before lifting the handset. The frequency (speed) of the ringer can be set to one of three levels (default setting: level 3). While in handsfree mode, you
can set the volume to one of 7 levels and save it (default setting: 1).
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Ten different ringtones can be set for the ringer (default setting: ringtone 9). To set when the telephone is idle: The telephone can be locked so that it cannot
dial any phone numbers (with the exception of a baby call phone number if set). To set while the telephone is ringing: Hold down the Telephone lock key.
press it again to unlock the telephone. When the telephone is locked, you will see the symbol in the display. The volume on the handset can be set to one of 3
levels and saved (default setting: level 1). Baby call (direct call) number setting If a phone number is set for the Baby Call function, it is dialled automatically
only when the telephone is locked after you lift the handset (or press the Loudspeaker key) and press any key (except holding down ). The telephone does not
allow other phone numbers to be dialled, but incoming calls can be received. Then the other party can no longer hear you. During a call: Press the Mute key
Activate again: Press the key again.
En When the Baby Call function is activated and the teleand symbols in phone is locked, you will see the the display. Deactivating Baby Call is deactivated
when you deactivate the telephone lock. Changing dialling modes during a call If your telephone is set to pulse dialling and you want to use functions that
require tone dialling (e. g. Remote access to an answering machine), you can change the dialling mode during a call. Deleting a baby call phone number
Hold down the Set key. The telephone can display the approximate call duration in the display (up to 99 min. If the call duration display is activated, the time
display begins 8 seconds after the last digit is dialled. The telephone is reset to the original dialling mode by hanging up the handset. If you are using your
telephone on a PABX, you may have to save one or more external line prefixes.
A dialling pause is set automatically with the external line prefix. You can save up to three external line prefixes. If necessary, the pause time of the Pause key
(pause function from second input position) can be changed to 1, 3 or 6 seconds (default setting: 3 seconds). If several external line prefixes are saved, these
are displayed next to one another; the current external line prefix to be edited flashes. @@@@Under the following conditions, the phone numbers of
incoming calls are (a) shown on the display and (b) automatically saved in a calls list: Both your network provider and the caller's network provider must
offer CLI.
t Communications GmbH, declare that this device meets the essential requirements and other relevant regulations laid down in Directive 1999/5/EC.
@@@@Lift handset, no dialling tone: Is the connecting lead correctly plugged into the telephone and the telephone socket? Dialling tone audible but
telephone will not dial: The connection is OK. is the dialling mode set correctly (see page 7)? PABX only: No connection or incorrect connection when
dialling from memory (e. g. Redial, speed dial): Program external line prefix.
The other party cannot hear you: Have you pressed the Mute key? Recall key does not work: Set appropriate flash time. The caller's phone number and the
calls list are not displayed: Is the adapter connected (see page 3)? Can Calling Line Identification be used (see page 8)? If you should encounter any
problems when operating the telephone connected to a communication system with analogue network access, please contact the network operator responsible
or your dealer. .
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